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Bottom of Doorseal - Style Mortised / Concealed BDSBDS-C09C09-W / BDSBDS-C09C09-NW
The mortised concealed style door seal is available in an attractive aluminium housing,
provides you with a discreet seal for the bottom of your door.
Simply close the door and the seal will automatically be released and seal the gap, open
the door and the seal will automatically retract back into the aluminium housing.
The seal is suitable for gap sizes ranging between 3mm to 15mm.
In addition to providing an excellent draught excluder the seal can provide other benefits
such as stopping dust & insect penetration, assist in sound proofing. But as a seal it will
help maintain room temperature and will help you reduce those all important energy costs.
The seal can be used in the home or business for example residential homes, hospitals,
pharmaceutical factories, offices, studios, darkrooms.

BDSBDS-C09C09-NW

BDSBDS-C09C09-W

To ensure a durable and quality product
our seals have been tested for 100,000
cycles

CylaxLimited

The standard PVC seal can easily be
replaced with a high quality pile weather
strip—its your choice. Just ask!
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Bottom Doorseal - Surface mounted / Face mounted BDSBDS-F02F02-P / BDSBDS-FO2FO2-B
Surface mounted or face mounted our bottom door seal complete with aluminium carrier.
The carrier is available in brown or a zinc white plated finish. The sealing can be supplied
either in a high quality PVC or a nylon brushstrip.
The door seal can be supplied with a self adhesive tape to replace the standard fixing
method of screw fixing—the choice is yours.
Install a bottom doorseal and it can assist in stopping dust, insects, wind, while helping to
maintain the room temperature & save energy, it is an excellent draught excluder.
It can apply to residential houses, hospitals, pharmaceutical factories, offices, studios,
darkrooms. Basically if you have a door you can fit a seal!
The seal will fit on gap sizes between 3mm to 15mm. Each kit will include an installation
guide

BDSBDS-F02F02-P

BDSBDS-FO2FO2-B

CylaxLimited
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BDS-F08-HD/BDS-C08-HD
The mortised concealed style door seal is available in an attractive aluminium housing,
provides you with a discreet seal for the bottom of your door.

Heavy Duty Bottom Doorseal - Style Mortised / Concealed

Simply close the door and the seal will automatically be released and seal the gap, open the door
and the seal will automatically retract back into the aluminium housing. The seal is suitable for
gap sizes ranging between 3mm to 15mm.
In addition to providing an excellent draught excluder the seal can provide other benefits such as
stopping dust & insect penetration, assist in sound proofing. But as a seal it will help maintain
room temperature and will help you reduce those all important energy costs.
Because it is a heavy duty seal it can be installed in factories, offices, hospitals & shopping malls
Installation is simple, and installation guideline will be provided!

BDS-F08-HD

BDS-C08-HD

The standard sealing PVC material but can be replaced with high quality pile
weatherstrip or EPDM the choice is yours!

CylaxLimited
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Straight Brushstrips - window and door seals
Cylax Straight Brushstrips provide excellent sealing systems for a wide range of
applications. By installing Cylax Sealing System, it helps to reduce heat loss, noise
levels, stop dust and dirt, stop insect
Brushstrips are widely used by different areas:
In offices, it is used to organise and control cables
In residential houses, it is used to stop dust, stop insects, stop wind ,save engery
In factories, it can stop dirt and dust, In shopping malls, it stops dust and dirt, stop
heat loss or air loss
Brushstrips edge and threshold seals are manufactured by high quality Nylon 6
filaments.
Horse hair for filaments are available at your choice!
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